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40. Best Sponsor Partner: Déliciae Hospitality Management Group 
1. OVERVIEW INFORMATION 

 

a) World Gourmet Summit 2013 (WGS 2013) 

 

World Gourmet Summit, now on its 17th year, is widely regarded as Asia’s foremost gastronomic event, showcasing 
the intricate craftsmanship of prestigious international chefs, Singapore’s own culinary talents and internationally-
acclaimed vintners. Encompassing a series of dazzling events like vintner and celebrity dinners, targeted workshops, 
charity dinners as well as food and beverage (F&B) scholarships, it is a premier culinary event specially crafted for 
discerning individuals who appreciate fine wines, gourmet cuisine and unique dining experiences.  WGS 2013 is 
anchored on the theme, “Artisans &The Arts Of Dining”, which focused on the intricate craftsmanship, on one-of-a-
kind dining experience and the culinary artists behind it.  

 

For all its efforts in organising the annual world-class gastronomic spectacle since 1997, WGS has evolved and grown 
into what the industry now recognises as the World Gourmet Series. It has won global accolades including the 
prestigious Grand Pinnacle Silver Award at the International Festivals and Events Association (IFEA) / Haas & 
Wilkerson Pinnacle Awards. 

 

WGS is supported by the Singapore Tourism Board, the country’s economic development agency in tourism and one 
of its key service sectors, and organised by A La Carte Productions, a division of Peter Knipp Holdings Pte Ltd.  
 
Objectives 

 

1) To brand Singapore as the premier gourmet destination of the region 

2) To showcase the fine-dining offerings available in Singapore from hotels to the independent restaurant 
establishments 

3) To promote the local F&B talents and, thereby, launch them into the international arena 

4) To encourage F&B professionals all over the world to be proud of their dynamic profession 

5) To showcase the talents of culinary experts to cultivate widespread appreciation of fine cuisine and wine amongst 
diners 

 

Target Audience 

 
Food enthusiasts, wine connoisseurs, business travelers, corporate executives or PMEBs, social elite, hospitality 
professionals, media from around the region and across the globe; mid-20s to late 50s; with an average income of 
SGD60,000 per annum (approximately USD47,000). 

 

Key Statistics and Demographics 
* 233 Masterchefs and Guest Chefs have created culinary wonders since 1997 

* Over 120 wineries from all over the world have showcased their exclusive wines 

* Average 12 days of gastronomic delight, with 50 core events , 11 epicurean delights by hosting establishments, 18 
partner-restaurant promotions (WGS 2013) 

* Price range per event ranges from SGD18 to SGD1,000 per person (approximately USD14 to USD785) 

* 33% of overall attendance is attributed to international visitors – UK (14%), USA (12%), France and Australia (11%) 
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b) Sponsor, level of sponsorship, package benefits and sponsorship duration 
 
Déliciae Hospitality Management Group, led by CEO and Founder Olivier Bendel, is one of Singapore’s top 
restaurant groups. It started in September 2010 with Parisian Steak and Fries Bistro L’Entrecote and since then, has 
rolled out eight concept restaurants in a short span of time.  

 

Déliciae is the Summit’s Premium Gastronomic Partner for 2013, providing cash and venue sponsorships as well as 
expertise-sharing. Total cash support amounted to SGD50,000 (USD39,200), plus hosting establishments for the 
Summit’s major events (wine dinners and culinary showcases). The partnership between WGS and Déliciae is one 
year. 

 

The partnership package includes brand awareness and exposure on all WGS marketing collaterals and promotions, 
email marketing with 21 e-DMs from January to May 2013, 10 pre-event press releases, and exclusive branding of 
awards in the World Gourmet Series Awards Of Excellence 2013. The latter is an award-giving body that has been 
honouring F&B’s finest since 2001 (www.wgsawards.com). 

 
 

  
 

Mr Bendel (right) presenting two Déliciae Lifetime Achievement Awards to Mr Ernst Huber (left photo), owner of Huber’s 
Butchery, and Mr Willment Leong, Founder and Chairman of Thailand Culinary Academy, during the ceremony on 16 March 

 

The Déliciae Lifetime Achievement Award recognises an individual’s significant contributions to the industry, over a 
minimum of 15 years. It awards deserving individuals who constantly strive for excellence and contribute fresh ideas 
for F&B’s advancement. 

 

Two other awards named after Déliciae: 
 
* Déliciae Wine Retailer of the Year 

This award recognises a wine retailer in Singapore that features an impressive range of quality wine products. The 
wine retailer should display exceptional resourcefulness in obtaining the product specific to the customers’ 
requirements and continually meet or exceed customers’ expectations. 

 

* Déliciae Gourmet Distributor of the Year 

This award is presetned to a gourmet distributor in Singapore that features an impressive range of gourmet products 
targeted at industry clients.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.wgsawards.com/
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c. Quantity and quality of Déliciae’s support to WGS 2013 

 

Déliciae: WGS 2013 Premium Gastronomic Partner  
 
Cash Sponsorship 

SGD50,000 (USD 39,2000) 

 
Venue Sponsorship 

 

Apart from Déliciae’s cash sponsorhip, a string of its establishments housed the major events of the Summit and 
hosted international Masterchef Gabriele Ferron from Italy at Forlino, and 3-Michelin-star Chef Yannick Alléno at La 
Cantine, along with Déliciae’s Group Executive Chef Damien Le Bihan. 

 

Expertise-Sharing 
 

Masterchef Gabriele teamed up with Chef Kentaro during the Summit and prepared an exquisite six-course dinner 
with signature dishes and special wine pairings from Paolo de Marchi’s winery – Isolo e Olena (a winery estate in the 
Chianti Classico in Tuscany that produces some of the best wines of the region).Forlino is one of Singapore’s award-
winning Italian fine-dining restaurant, boasting a classic menu and an array of signature wines mainly from Italy. It is 
headed by Chef Kentaro Torii, a top Japanese chef that is classically trained in the art of Italian dining. Apart from its 
menu, Forlino’s guests are treated to an awesome view of the Marina Bay (www.forlino.com).  
 

La Cantine, on the other hand, is located in a swanky New Asia Square in the heart of Singapore’s financial district, 
offering a fresh take on traditional French Brasserie. Led by 3-Michelin-star Chef Bruno Menard, La Cantine boasts a 
menu of translated classic French favourites into a unique menu with a dynamic and playful twist 
(www.lacantine.sg). Three-Michelin-star Chef Yannick partnered with Chef Bruno and prepared a sensational dinner 
with the finest foie gras from Rougié. 

 

During the 12-day Summit, Déliciae held an eight-day epicurean delight promotion for Forlino and La Cantine, and 
served an exclusive menu that is whipped up only for the event.  
 
Involvement in all Major Events  
 
Déliciae was involved in the Summit’s major events, including the Opening Reception, Epicurean Delights, the Charity 
Dinner, an Italian Wine Tasting Dinner, Gastronomic Jam Sessions, a Rougié Foie Gras Dinner, a German Wine & 
White Asparagus Dinner, as well as Cooking Classes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.forlino.com/
http://www.lacantine.sg/
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d) Goals and success of relationships for both event and sponsor 
 
One of the objectives of WGS 2013 is to showcase the fine-dining offerings available in Singapore. Through the WGS- 
Déliciae partnership, this was achieved. Déliciae’s hosting establishments provided variety of fine-dining choices from the 
global business traveler, an upwardly mobile professional, the high-spending tourist, to the discerning diner or even the 
curious food lover.  
 
Another objective is to showcase the talents of culinary experts to cultivate widespread appreciation of fine cuisine and 
wine. This was achieved through the partnership. Culinary experts hosted by  Déliciae’s establishments, in partnership 
with their very own Michelin-star chefs, were able to demonstrate their talents by customising menus for the event. Also, 
they conducted actual cooking demos before a lively audience. Participants had a taste of what the culinary “artists” 
crafted on the same event (http://www.worldgourmetsummit.com/wgs2013/main.php/event/details/id/13).  

 

For Déliciae, its objectives in joining the Summit include showcasing Déliciae’s top chefs – along with Gabriele and Yannick 
– to bring the gastronomic adventures to a higher level. These “gastronomic adventures” were achieved and brought to a 
higher level in terms of talent (teamed up with guest chefs), promotions (exclusive WGS promotions), guests (local and 
international attendees of the Summit), menu (exclusively-crafted menus by the Chefs themselves), and experience 
(dining and cooking demo). 

 

It was in the recently-concluded WGS 2013 when the “Premium Gastronomic Partnership” was (first) implemented. 
Through this partnership, we achieved the following: 
 
* Promoted the different establishments of Déliciae, as well as the Chefs behind them  

* Increased awareness on Déliciae, placing it on a premium platform through its association with World Gourmet Series 
events 

* Reinforced Déliciae’s involvement in promoting Singapore’s gastronomic scene to a more advanced level 

* Jointly created gastronomic events with guest chefs and hosting establishments’ chefs showcasing exclusive menus for 
the participants 

 

 
The WGS and Déliciae partnership was promoted across all channels, and even generated media coverage (local and 
regional). Interview with top honchos of WGS and  Déliciae on Channel News Asia: 
http://vodplayer.mediacorp.sg/videoplayer/cnaplayer/videoplayer_amlive.php?playerName=specialreport&skin=amliveplayer.s
wf&bgskin=amlivebackground.swf&filename=amlive_130416_interview3.flv&videoTitle=amliveVIDEO%20TITLE%20&&adfilebef
ore=&adfileafter=& 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.worldgourmetsummit.com/wgs2013/main.php/event/details/id/13
http://vodplayer.mediacorp.sg/videoplayer/cnaplayer/videoplayer_amlive.php?playerName=specialreport&skin=amliveplayer.swf&bgskin=amlivebackground.swf&filename=amlive_130416_interview3.flv&videoTitle=amliveVIDEO%20TITLE%20&&adfilebefore=&adfileafter=&
http://vodplayer.mediacorp.sg/videoplayer/cnaplayer/videoplayer_amlive.php?playerName=specialreport&skin=amliveplayer.swf&bgskin=amlivebackground.swf&filename=amlive_130416_interview3.flv&videoTitle=amliveVIDEO%20TITLE%20&&adfilebefore=&adfileafter=&
http://vodplayer.mediacorp.sg/videoplayer/cnaplayer/videoplayer_amlive.php?playerName=specialreport&skin=amliveplayer.swf&bgskin=amlivebackground.swf&filename=amlive_130416_interview3.flv&videoTitle=amliveVIDEO%20TITLE%20&&adfilebefore=&adfileafter=&
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e. How Déliciae stood out over all other sponsors 
 
Déliciae’s major involvement as “Premium Gastronomic Partner” made a huge impact on the outcome of WGS 2013. 
WGS and Déliciae orchestrated a string of gastronomic adventures that every food enthusiast would appreciate in a 
major culinary event.  
 
It stood out among the rest of the sponsors because it helped bring “art and expertise” into something visually 
appealing and, at the same time, deliciously satisfying. Bringing art to people creates a better understanding and 
appreciation of culinary. Beyond sponsoring products or venues, Déliciae’s involvement further reinforced the theme 
of the Summit, “Artisans & The Art Of Dining”. WGS and Déliciae jointly promoted the partnership across all media 
channels. 
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f. Activation of Sponsorship by Déliciae 

 

Forlino, which is one of the restaurants under Déliciae Hospitality Management participated as a venue host for the 
WGS2012 where they hosted a private dinner and one wine dinner. WGS 2013 was the first time that Déliciae 
participated in the World Gourmet Series as a partner.  

 

 

 
 

 


